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TItis letter represents a formal response to the CNSC' s Discussion paper DIS-12-05 

Administrative Monetary Penalties. 

1. 	 Many industry stakeholders are not arguing against the concept of an Administrative 

Monetary Penalty System, they do however, want to ensure that a process is developed 
that is transparent; consistent; fair, adheres to its stated mandate, and most importantly 

includes an appeal process which provides for the creation of an appeal board; which 

would consist of representatives from industry as well as from the regulatory body. 

2. 	 In reference [0 statement: 3.3 Why an AMP System? (Paragraph 3): "An AMP system is 

relatively inexpensive to administer within an existing compliance program, and it 

normally results in a more timely and effective enforcement than prosecution. " 

a) 	 Based on the stated premise of avoiding prosecution; the AMPs could be designed to 

only apply to identified non-compliances that have not been satisfactorily addressed 

through current/traditional measures. Therefore, all infractions could avoid the 

financial penalty as long as compliance is met within the parameters that have been 

used in the past. 

b) 	 There currently is not an existing compliance program that can facilitate or administer 
an AMP process. An appeal process would have to be developed. Having the CNSC 

pedonn 1he duties of Inspector. Legal Counsel. Judge and Jury is likely 

unconstitutional. 

3. 	 In reference 10 statement: 3.3 Why an AMP System? Paragraph 3: ..... each act ofnon

compliance will be considered illdependently to delennine if it is a violation and 

therefore subject to an AMP, ... " 

a) 	 If each non-compliance is to be considered independently, how will consistency be 
implemented? 
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b) 	 Defmitive measures must be set out with clear consequences for a first time offence 
and mUltiple or progressive offences; 

c) 	 Records of infractions should have a definitive life. For example. a company who has 

had four infractions over a period of five years. must be viewed as lower risk than a 

company who has had four infractions in the last six months. Also. account must be 

taken for organizations that improve their record. Will the infractions live on forever 

or will the slate be cleaned each year or for each license renewal'! 

4. 	 In reference to statement: 4.1 Designating Violations - NSCA s.44 (I)(u.I) (para. I) 

"The CNSC proposes to establish a schedule to clearly set out which provisions ofthe 
NSCA and its regulations will be designated as violations for the purposes of the AMP 
system. It should be noted that committing a designated violation will not result in the 
issuance ofa penalty in every case. A penalty may be issued/or a designated violation. 
taking into account the graduated approach to enforcement. " 
a) 	 "Taking into account the graduated approach to enforcement.. ... could include. as a 

fust step. the enforcement measures that are cunentiy in place. It is imperative that a 

system has clear. concise parameters to ensure that even with graduated enforcement; 
the results will be duplicated from 000 company to the next as well as one inspector 
to the next. The current system needs improvement in this regard. 

5. 	 In reference to statement: 4.1 Designating Violations - NSCA s.44 (I)(u .1) (para. 2 and 
attached table) 

The CNSC recognizes that not all violations are equal and therefore proposes that 
violations be classified into three general categories. Each category will have a baseline 
penalty thaI will be adjusted based on aggravating/actors. 
a) 	 "Administrative requirements not met" are listed as "Category A" and will have a 

baseline penalty. We would like to see administrative requirements remain entirely 

exempt from the AMP process. 

b) "Category B" "Program Degraded" is very obscure. is it possible to measure 

degradation on a scale that will be easily comparable from company to company and 

inspector to inspector to ensure consistency? 

6. 	 10 reference to statement: 4.3 Service of Documents - NSCA s.44(1) (u.3)(para. 2) 

"Therefore. the proposal is that documents be served in person. or by registered mail, 
courier, fax or any other electronic means. " 
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a) 	 Methods must be clearly ldentified~ Licensees must have to clearly acknowledge 
receipt of the documents in order for notification to be considered final. 

7. 	 Undue Financial Hardship 

a) 	 Amount of fines: Taking in to consideration, the premise that cost recovery is not to 

be a consideration of penalty value; the AMP process will have a detrimental effect 
on the finances of all Licensees. especially in such unstable economic times as we 
have been experiencing in the last few years. 

b) 	 Unfair business advantage: small business will experience an exponential detrimental 

effect on business. in relation to their size. Two examples are: 

i) A Licensee that operates 100 devices, has a much larger revenue stream than a 

licensee with only one device. If the small business owner receives a fine. it 
could cripple his/her business. 

ii) If an individual CEOO receives a fine; there is a very strong likelihood that they 
will leave the industry. Large companies have the ability to absorb the loss of 

a worker, which may be very crippling to a small company. Especially with 
the critical labour shortages that industry is currently facing. 

8. 	 Labour Shortages: Stakeholders are aware; a critical labour shortage already exists for 
Industrial Radiography companies. Stakeholders have been trying to address this in 

many ways: making the eEOO program more user friendly has been one initiative. 
Many of our members have notified us that CEDOs and trainees may leave the industry if 
they are faced with financial penalties. Workers would rather go into professions like 
welding and visual inspection, where they can earn comparable wages and not have 
concerns over detrimental financial impacts if they make a mistake. 

When CNSC staff makes errors like the recent loss of sealed sources in a meeting room 
in downtown Ottawa. they should be subject to the same potential enforcement action as 
other licensees, including AMPs. The CNSC could soon find itself in the same position 
of labour shortage as private industry and have a difficult time finding workers willing to 
serve in that capacity as well . 

9. 	 The recent amendments to the Nuclear Safety and Control Act included a provision that 
there will be no due diligence defense for violations as defined in revised section 65 of 
the Act. We are at a loss to understand why this defense provision was not allowed for 
violations. where it ]S allowed for other offenses. 
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10. Cost of doing business: We feel that there are many licensees who will absorb the cost of 
AMPs as another cost of doing business. The AMP will therefore not only not reduce 

non·compliances, it will become a revenue generating stream for the CNSC. which is an 
inappropriate use of this tool 

The CNSC's mandate is to regulate the use of nuclear energy and materials to protect the 
health. safety and security of Canadians and the environment; and to implement Canada's 
international commitments on lite peaceful use of nuclear energy. not to interfere in free market 
enterprise. There currently exists a penalty program that theoretically treats all companies the 
same - it is the issuance of orders and the possibility of license suspension. If a licensee has their 
license suspended, their loss is proportional to the size of their operation. 

Numerous concerns have been raised that the implementation of AMPs will have an 
immediate and direct result in a reduction of reported incidents. The basis of all Loss Prevention 
and Safety programs include an inherent belief that a lack of reporting will. absolutely. increase 
incidents. Taking thi s fact into account. is acknowledging the fact that implementing an AMP 
system will initiate a decline in radiation safety within our industry. It will be counterproductive 

to implement a system. with the inherent knowledge that it will have a negative impact on 
radiation safety. 

Stakeholders agree; there is no greater compliance incentive, than the possibility of a 
license suspension or revocation. There could not possibly be an Administrative Monetary 
Pena.lty imposed on any licensee. of any demographic. that would be considered a more robust 
(001 to address non-compliance. 

R?}1~ 
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R.S.O. I Operations Manager 
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